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Redbird Ride transportation programs
Illinois State University partners with Connect Transit to provide transit services for the Illinois State community.

The Redbird Ride transportation programs consist of the Redbird Express and Universal Access.

The Redbird Express provides transportation around campus at regular intervals when classes are in session. The Redbird Express does not operate during the summer break.

Universal Access provides transportation to and from campus and all across the Bloomington-Normal community utilizing the Connect Transit system fixed route service. The fixed route services operate during winter and summer semester breaks.

These bus services are provided free of charge for all currently enrolled students, faculty, and staff of Illinois State University. Simply swipe your valid Redbird Card through the smart fare box on the bus to avoid the fare. Only current, valid Redbird Cards will be accepted.

For service schedules, assistance with trip planning, and information about GPS bus tracking, visit the Connect Transit website at www.connect-transit.com.

Scheduled services are subject to change depending on demand and other factors.
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